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EXTERMINATE HUM AT THE SOURCE!
Ground loop hum is a type of noise that is caused by low voltage on the ground line. Since
many electronic devices are grounded for safety, there is now a path for this voltage to be
introduced into the audio signal. This is commonly referred to as a ground loop which in turn
creates ground hum (also called 60 cycle or 60 Hz Hum).

GROUND LOOP HUM IS NOT OUR FRIEND
Ground Hum has been the enemy of installers, contractors, sound engineers & musicians alike.
Ground loop hum is very difficult to get rid of since it does not follow any set rules. Ground lift
adapters are one common (but unsafe) way around ground hum. The Hum X gets rid of low
voltage that can cause ground loop hum while providing a path for higher voltages to ground.

US]NG HUM X
When you have equipment that is experiepcing ground hum, simply plug the Hum X into the
power plug of the offending gear. You may need more than one Hum X in set ups that contain
many pieces of gear with three prong power plugs.

IMPORTANT HUM X USAGE NOTES:
PROPER USAGE:

The Hum X cannot and should not be used on an ungrounded (two prong) plug or outlet.
Use one Hum X per piece of equipment.
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CURRENT DRAW:
The Hum X should not be used on equipment that exceeds 6 amps (720 watts) of current draw.
Always check equipment specifications or owners manual specifications before using Hum X.

ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR HUM PROBLEMS
Some types of hum get into audio because of Loop Antenna which allows ground hum to enter
into audio. ln many cases the hum gets in through the cables; the cables can actually act as an
antenna for hum and other types of noise. Our Hum Eliminator family of devices should be used
when hun\.is caused by either unbalanced cables or LoopAntenna (ground loop).

For hum problems outside
of North America,

see our line of
Hum Eliminator devices

See all of our
audio solution devices

at wwrrv.ebtechaudio.com

Eliminates ground loop hum. Also converts between
balanced / unbalanced signals. Available in four versions:
HE-2: Two channel box with 1/4" Smart Jacks (TS or TRS)
HE-2-XLR: Two channel box with l/4' Smart Jacks & XLR
HE-8: Eight channel single space rack with 1/4" Smart Jacks
HE-8-XLR: Eight channel single space rack with XLR Jacks
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